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Mennonite Your Way
Sheryl Dyck
For many years Peter and I have participated
as hosts in the Mennonite Your Way Directory and
on several occasions have been guests using the
same directory. The Mennonite Your Way Directory
was founded in 1976 as a way to connect hosts who
offer space in their homes to travelers on a “for a
donation” basis. It continues an old tradition among
Mennonites, Brethren, and other Christian groups by
organizing a hospitality network so travelers can
share Christian courtesy and fellowship. This directory now lists over 1600 hosts in more than 60 countries who provide night lodging to thousands of
guests. MYW not only provides the listing of those
willing to host, but also establishes a list of guidelines
for its use, such as how to make arrangements, expected courtesies, and suggested donations and
gifts.
We have hosted many people over the 20 or
so years of our involvement. We have met people
from around the Midwest, others who are traveling
across the country, or those who are coming to
Champaign/Urbana for a conference or other business. One of the highlights was a visit we enjoyed
from a young couple from Switzerland who were

touring through the U.S. Most have been new
acquaintances, but on occasion we host someone we
have known from another place.
At this point, Peter and I are the only hosts
listed for the Champaign/Urbana area, which means
that at times, we get more calls than we can host.
We would like to encourage others of you to consider participating in hospitality in this way. Or, Peter and I would find it helpful to have a few persons
who are willing to be referred to for the calls that we
are not able to host. If you are willing to consider either being backup for us, or becoming a listed host in
the directory, or have questions, you may contact
me at sjd6@msn.com, or 217-607-0617 (home) or
217-377-8704 (cell). Thanks for considering these
options.
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FMC Mentor & Mentee Interview:
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Featuring Anna Lubienski & Oleta Miller
FMC's longstanding mentoring tradition pairs incoming 6th graders with adults in the congregation. They develop an intentional friendship, sharing their lives through activities, conversations, food, and in other ways.
When youth enter 9th grade, the formal mentoring relationship comes to a close, though many continue a
special friendship with their mentors. Two mentor pairs are concluding their formal relationship: Anna Lubienski & Oleta Miller, and Douglas Nisly-Nagele & Tom Anderson. Anna and Oleta share some of what they
learned from and about one another these last three years:
Anna says: “Oleta has a wonderful personality that you will not find in anyone else. She exercises the words she has beautifully in both speech
and song. In our time together, I have learned how
to effectively help out others. Oleta has been a great
role model in looking on situations with patience and
perspective. She is very skilled in observing the bigger picture. I have really enjoyed having Oleta as my
mentor.”
Oleta says: “Anna is thoughtful, observant,
kind, and also fully enjoys life. She and I like a lot of
the same things - jigsaw puzzles, board games, and
not going to movies. She pulled me out of my comfort zone enough to ride bikes - and I did not die. She

taught me the joys of Cocomero, and I introduced
her to some service projects. I love watching her
complete focus, especially when playing music or
singing. She has developed beautifully in the last
three years and continues to take on new challenges. Anna is amazing at pattern collection and
creation. For example, she knows the full web of her
social circles - personalities, strengths, weaknesses,
power and is a quiet but effective leader. She also
taught me a math game that she had figured out
how to win every time. She explained her logic and
still won every time. We plan to continue service
projects together as her time allows. My life has
been greatly enriched by Anna.”

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR C-U WARMING CENTERS
AND OVERNIGHT SHELTERS
As temperatures drop in C-U, many in our community rely upon warming centers and overnight shelters. But these much-needed resources can only function if they have sufficient volunteers. If you are able
to pledge your time in service to one of these organizations, please go on-line to complete the form available through the link below. You will be matched with the organization that can most use your help.
Thank you for volunteering your time to help the less fortunate in our community.
https://iacu.wufoo.com/forms/assist-with-winter-shelter/
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Buffalo Shout, Salmon Cry (part 3)
George Hardebeck
My mother survived the old hearth - where,
in finale we toasted her - once as an infant, the
story goes. Her next oldest sibling, Uncle Mikey,
was a toddler - Helen's father. Her mother tied
him for just the moment, with a sheet to the table,
to gather a few things, maybe eggs from hedges,
outside. Returning, her toddler was loose and her
swaddled infant lay in the fire - with not a burn
upon her, thank God, all the saints and angels.
Four years later she was fostered out to care for
older cousins, an auntie (a seamstress), and an
uncle with 'shock of the nerves' after he escaped
the bullets of hardened-hearted Black-n-Tans by
hiding in a rainbarrel during Ireland's Civil War.
Late at night in the village, she would look
out at the Cistercian graveyard where her ashes
lay now, buried since the Saint Patrick's Day after
my son Geordie and I took her home. His first visit,
we landed at the train station in Tralee, mom’s
ashes in my pack, where, in towering silver and
empty glass a modern behemoth of the Celtic Tiger's economic bubble blocked our first view of
old St. John's steeple, piercing the clouds before
the mountains of the Dingle Peninsula. This false
bubble burst, to leave so much debt hanging on
just this one folly, no one can afford to use it.
Helen visits mom weekly, her dear aunt who
called her weekly, and faithfully, all our own at the
old Abby. A skull sat awaiting us on the wall there,
on my first visit to these worn limestone ruins,
home of French Norman monastics who named
their settlement Kyrie Eleison to harmonize with
the county name, Kerry. Plowed up from the field
out front, her story forgotten, was she rejected by
the brothers for some shame, but held close still
or buried at night by another who felt her right to
ancient sacred grounds? Was her tale more ancient yet? I cradled this sojourner’s brittle remains at eight years, the grey of time swirling
through me, into depth and through breadth in

reverence. How would we feel to have these
graves wiped away - like the mounds in downtown Cincinnati were, which we ride to on our Sacred Ride for First Americans Day, an honorary
title proclaimed by our mayor for us at our Vigil
for Native Life – events I work on this fall, again,
as we speak? Our Vigil for Native Life will follow,
as a potluck and singalong.
One of my favorite places to visit, near
Muchross House and Gardens is a wondrous ancient Yew Wood, Reenadinna. Some trees here are
in the thousands of years old. How long does one
of these live in the now, or this living system, this
body of Life. How long is Life’s ever now? These
are treated as shrubs cut into boxes before our
houses here, and many forms on formal estates.
Our ancient trees of these Americas have often
been toppled for firewood. We live among ancient
lands here, too, sacred to so many of all we call
past, present and future - to Turtle Mother, as
North America’s Life is personified, here. Her holy
waters, sacred lands, passions, the dust of our ancestors of place all cycle through us, too. America
is a term for the hanging of hats on prowess, for
some, and an interlude of long suffering oppression for others, of giving continuously and being
struck down for generosity, of fighting to save Life
most vulnerable, in all her long integral forms, and
so, having her lands and Life taken from these so
truly loving and meek. How will we begin our ripples of deeper relatedness, here, allowing urgency, imperative into our lives for the sake of
all - Life, sacred and ebbing away further into
oblivion?
Will the religious, who played an ecumenical part in this demise, in their mission schools,
who hold the torch of values and caring, come together for her healing for all involved? Will we
help lead bringing back our native languages,
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culture to hold Life, to reharmonize, and restore,
all given, using what is given to us for just this act?
The Monastics of Ireland saved all of the ancient
writings they could as scribes, learning to write
for the first time themselves in, now, so many languages, growing then into our liberal arts universities, thanks to their tribal communal values,
while Rome ordered them to let all this go. David
Suzuki, studying the Indigenous around the planet,
culminated his Wisdom of the Elders by referring
to 'restoration' as the 'way of the Indigenous';
while looking at more recent losses Bill Jordan,
Society for Ecological Restoration Guru said in an
Orion article that restoration was born in the Midwest, as we had lost too much to preserve. While
we head into the abyss, some have ventured
homeward, some we may lean on as we begin to
proceed - scientist, prophet, the like. In our great
Climate March in NYC, it was our indigenous who
led.
How we know and tell, and revive our story
can revive us. In my mother's transcendent act,
she decided to go upstairs to my sister, Margaret,
her beloved daughter with more years ahead of
her. Determined, she left the front and backdoor
exits behind, flames growing. As she passed, on
the landing, my sister arose from her bed in the
silence of soot blackening out all light, and felt
guided to the window where she jumped. As she
found a place to await help outside, a neighbor ran
to my house pounding on the door, some forty
minutes after I had driven by their house, too tired
to check on them, regretfully, on this night. Pounding first on the door, she began to run around the
house yelling my name out in my mother's quavering voice that always seemed, so overdramatic,
and tonight was right on. This time tragedy was
afoot. Would I respond?
Fire would not stop her love. She would
walk through it, a more compassionate fire carried
her. After her final task in these shoes, now at the
hearth of the old home, with her siblings and her
long parted parents, who passed before I first
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made it to Ireland, beyond the veil we keep, as thin
as Ireland's mist, at the flame in the grate, she
greeted them for cups of tea, sayings and tales to
share. Soon enough, she'd be up to care for some
others in need. That's my mother - time for sharing and caring close to hearth, for cheering on and
aiding all. Every prayer time she prayed for all the
world, for Bill Clinton who felt like a son to her, for
me to avoid politics. That didn't stop her from calling the FBI to make sure they watched the news.
Maybe she had a little too much time on her hands
near the end. Having been a devoted nurse, professionally from 17 to 77, caretaking family earlier
yet, and volunteering at Good Samaritan Hospital
until 81 for caring companionship, she passed at
86, never wanting to end up in a nursing home but
always modeling care.
What if we could feel the consumption of
our Mother, Earth, of all her true children, of all
forms, who have remained part of her way, these
who look upon empire as Christ did from the
body, mind and spirit of Life - as One, what we call
wilderness, these who stood in the way of consumption? What will it take to feel this consuming
passion of false commercial trends as they bear
their fruit of such great loss? Will it take tragedy in
our faces, in the way I felt my mother's passing,
feeling such loss among our families?
Would this keep us from laughter in relief,
in our turning? Will we choose to stay in denial, to
keep it all light, upbeat, easy - to remain popular,
perhaps? Could seeing reality, the tragedy at our
hands, knowing Life's reality again, lead us to our
great healing - if our churches supported, affirmed
feeling this loss and so, seeking resolve and relief?
Will we let our planet be consumed, in burning
gasses like Venus, saving herself in ice as Mars,
before our consumption has our attention, before
we return to a Life economy as customers who restore healing customs, growing more accustomed
to Life, and her own again? For those who have
come to the end of the world, theirs, at one to
three entire species every ten minutes, when do
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we choose to be attentive, to readdress our nature,
calling and meaning as humanity?
Whatever apprehension delays our reconciling and restoring strategy, with our longer
rooted and related hosts and elders, of these lands
becoming our home, we hope we may help aide
your and our healing journey, in fellowship, and
perhaps further as regional community… to be
readied as for a thief in the night, not asleep in
consuming busi-ness as usual.
There are two books we hope will help us
begin our reconciling journey. The first offered
from our Green Team was brought to us by
Gordon Oyer and Kathy Martin. Buffalo Shout
Salmon Cry is a collection of writings from Native
and settler alike that grew from reconciliation
work in Canada. The editor who pulled this together is a fellow Mennonite, Steve Heinrichs, who
with his fellows, calls us to continue and to grow
this journey here. The introduction by Heinrichs is
well introduced and encompassing of why we
need this work, as an imperative for our times.
The first two chapters, by Anthony J. Hall and
Leanne Simpson cover some opening history and
perspective from non-Native and Native alike.
Chapter 4 offers reconciliation history and the part
ecumenicism has played in the damage and healing, in Canada. From here, jump ahead to Part 4,
taking in two chapters: 15 by W. Derek Suderman
who reflects on being a Mennonite in Russia and
here, dealing with feeling an unrequited debt to
Native Peoples in both places; and close with chapter 17 by Daniel R. Wildcat. All of these offer perspectives from many, vital for beginning this journey of healing.
The second book that I hope we may share
together, followed by varied ways of opening this
great exploration, is Braiding Sweetgrass, by Robin
Wahl Kimmerer, introduced to myself and our
community by Julie Nieset, and Kathy again. Julie
has been exploring having Robin in to speak.
Robin began learning her relatedness with our
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natural world through her family's Native cultural
context of the Great Lakes and Northeast. In academia she unlearned some of this, while later
teaching Biology, Botany and Bryology (mosses),
she came full circle to teach her own university
students a more integral approach to Life. In her
book, if you wish to focus on some perhaps key
concepts, I would recommend first two chapters:
Learning the Grammar of Animacy, on how Native
language holds the context of relatedness that we
likely all held before buying into the compartmentalized disconnect of imperialism, offering a way
to our own rebirth in Life, and Allegiance to Gratitude, on reciprocal gratitude, sharing the
Haudenosaunee Thanksgiving Address. A third
chapter, In the Footsteps of Nanabozho: Becoming
Indigenous to Place, explores going native, appropriately. Kimmerrer offers a gentle approach to
our reintegration in Life as well as reconciliation
with our cultural to ecological elders and
hosts. The first of these two books relates reconciliation more on a human to human level. Kimmerrer offers our reconciliation in the greater
whole, human to otherwise, 're-conciliation' as rejoining our council of all beings, our Life communion.
Please, consider how long coming this crucial work has been. What kind of country does not
have a Native president for seven generations or
more - perhaps a Native woman, one like Winona
LaDuke? We have been unconsciously or not maintaining an apartheid from what most belongs,
here, reinforcing our own alienation, as a result,
to Life. What if we went to South Africa and even
during apartheid saw no Native Peoples, Culture,
Life present nor celebrated? What do we see here?
Who are we? Seeking the Kingdom, or Queendom,
as Christ shared in Aramaic, his then Native
tongue, requires relatedness. We have divided our
Creator's body from his/her Spirit to conquer the
body to exploit and so consume Life. Can we come
home from squandering the inheritance of all – let
those like Edward Bernays, father of profiteering
consumptionism, take back our label as
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‘consumers’? 'What Creator would welcome us in
the next world, when we've wasted this one?',
some Indigenous hold. How might we relate to our
elder siblings, even if they do not let us off the
hook in a heartbeat? Can our seeking nativity, for
all, healing this greater nature, bring us back to
Who We Are, so much more wholly, to the Life we
seek?
I'll leave you with one last area of question:
If we do not share, and hold our stories, as we did
in the longhouse, in the village for so many generations, who are we to each other, who have we
been - and those of these ancient renewing lands
we call home? Life's story, her sacred word, is one
alive as is she, incarnate, too. We can merely play
our part, as called. Story, witnessing Life to each
other, healing gossip, perhaps, is a great tradition
in so many oral cultures. Can we have community,
communion - sans rich, mutual communication?
Sharing sorrows is a need, as is sharing our
condolences for such. If you feel a need to share
your support and fellowship for losses in my life,
and my family’s, this is welcome. What I most seek
from this sharing and plead for with you, as community, fellowship and proposed body of Christ, is
that we see the tragedy of the sacred commons,
ravaged here, of our place to planet Mother. To
see our own concern shared, to share about this in
service, in ecumenical work, and regional to global
proactivism, to realize we are complicit and to
move decidedly into healing - as we hold lands
and waters not belonging to us righteously, for
desecrating and exploiting these that are sacred to
whom they are most connected, healing for those
who need most what such communities have to
offer. I hope that as you may be able to relate to
the life of a fellow, feeling vulnerability by bearing
some of my family’s and my own most tender and
fragile moments that you may find it easier to relate to our cultural to ecological elders and hosts,
toward whom we, together, are most responsible,
as settlers here, as First Worlders, for damages by
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our general group costing our First People, Cultures and Life, all long integral.
A friend lost two of her three dogs recently
in a fire, who we have grown close to from the dog
park, reminding me of like losses, and perhaps
moving this approach. My sister's dog was also
lost in my mother’s fire. Our friend found some
reprieve from all this, recovering at our home
while we were visiting Julie's family in Northern
Ohio, given the anniversary of her mother's passing by cancer. More and more come forward with
this disease, in these lands heavy with agricultural
and horticultural toxins. This is close to home for
Julie, as a wetlands ecologist and having been an
Ohio organic farm inspector. Speaking of what one
can lose in a fire, heirlooms with family connections and history that can mean so much, Julie
shared that she feels most concern for Sandusky
Bay, where her grandmother lives, with the Great
Lakes hosting nuclear power plants. She shared
about some writing today, which related that we
are weapons of mass consumption, waving our
consumer wands over so much of the prairie to be
used up so quickly, even to avoid hunger wars
through corn and soy for our species, while more
yet for profit. These thoughts become more common, clear. We need to see where we are on our
journey, and act.
The pain we feel when experiencing losses
close to home can be great. Why are these matters
core to homelands not so? Can we make room to
share these, together, to bring forward and uplift
what we feel, affirming to each other our need to
feel and so, heal all heartlands and kin, globally? If
FMC cannot find this valid work, formally, I pray
some of you will, to work with others in our region, seeking for all regions to grow more related,
healing all roots. If we claim membership in place,
as Illinoisans, Ohioans, Americans, children of Life,
all this is a great part of our foundation. Can we
afford to act like Life herself, here, does not exist,
to allow our foundation to be so flimsy or corrupt,
while approaching peace and justice elsewhere?
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How might allowing a corrupt foundation allow
injustice by our people elsewhere?
How much longer need we require the patience of
these slipping from existence in language, culture,
Life, patience for abuses in which we are complicit, ones that exponentially cause greater demise?
While grateful for family, and friends of like

Solar Panel Update
Monitoring Website: https://
enlighten.enphaseenergy.com/pv/
public_systems/WgEG401654
FMC’s solar panels are entering sort of a
“hibernation mode” as winter sets in. With
many cloudy days and the sun low in the sky,
our solar panels are producing less electricity. Finding ways to conserve energy can
help us continue to use less fossil fuel energy
during the winter months. If you have ideas
of how to conserve energy, pass them on to
the green team by sending an email to
fmc.cu.green@gmail.com .

understandings, I look forward, most hopefully, to
sharing this journey with you, fellows in the Word
of Life, and through you, with many of our region.
Who knows how far these ripples may grow - our
healing - how powerfully, lovingly, joyfully?
In Deep Peace & Ghra Mhor,
George Hardebeck
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My Story of Motherhood
Rebecca Bare
In 2003, my husband and I decided to
adopt. We wanted a baby to raise and love. After
filling out the paperwork, we waited and waited.
In 2006, we decided on a different track - International adoption. Our chosen country was Colombia. However, because of my age, we had to accept
a 3-5 year old. Okay, not an infant, but still young
enough to teach and cherish. Again we waited.
As the years stretched on, we realized that
if we wanted children, we would again have to
change our minds. What is more important to us:
children or a young child. In March, 2011, we were
approved to adopt a sibling set ages 0-6. In June of
that year, we were referred a brother and sister,
ages five and six. Finally, after eight years on our
journey, we became a family of four in September
2011.

I have had to give up my dream of holding
an infant I could call mine and learning to be a
mother slowly as the baby learned to be human.
Instead, it was instant motherhood, with only
snippets of my children's background. What was
their first word? When did they learn to walk?
Which birth parent do they look like? These are
questions we will never be able to answer. But
that is okay... I missed their babyhood, but I
wouldn't trade them for that experience now.

From the Work of the Church archives (May 1998)
Children’s responses to the question, “What I would like to offer to Jesus and my church sometime
during the coming year…”
Petey Biddle (6 years): “Help little kids put their shoes on.”
Carrie Nelson (9 years): “I can help out. I can read stories. I can
draw things.”
Emily King (9 years): “I would like to offer to Jesus and my church
my ability to play the piano.”
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Let Me Finish Your Knitting
Michael Hoag
Let me finish your knitting
And you can borrow my baseball books
I’ll slip one stitch to knit
And always knit the next
And never pass the slipped stitch over the knitted
Or knit two through the back loop
Or let the trees knit
Or knit with worms
Or wet my fingers
To get a better hold on the needles
Like Pud Galvin
Who pitched the first perfect game on August eighth
1876
For the St. Louis White Stockings
Against the Cass Club of Detroit
And four years later pitched a loss against Montgomery Ward’s perfect game
When few players wore gloves
And I won’t wear gloves
Or substitute SSK for SKP
And I will always keep my yarn clean
And never forget to slip knit pass

Two FMCers recognized
at Sola Gratia end-ofseason party
At the Sola Gratia harvest party, October 12,
2014, Donna Nelson Evans was recognized
for her lovely, large, legible painted signs.
Oleta Miller was introduced as one of the
"Three Amigas" who contributed over half of
the total volunteer hours this year.

And I promise and pledge to knit with firm fingers
and a relaxed wrist
And always turn my hip and not my arm
And ever remember to show the batter my numbers
And push my nose into the catcher’s mitt
And I’ll never never never knit with my lead elbow
And always count twenty three stitches to the needle
And never pass a batter to later pick them off on
base
And I will honor and obey your yarn choice
And separate the peels from the fruit
And always wash the white chicken
And never freeze the ball
Or look at water
And my yarn career will last nineteen years
With 365 career wins
And knitting will have a plaque
And pitchers will knit in two perfect games
And turn the heel with grace and charm
As both the winner and the loser

NEW IN THE LIBRARY:
The 7 Habits of Highly Effective Families, by Stephen Covey
(donated by Cindy Breeze)
Looking for God in Harry Potter, by John Granger (donated
by Phil Martens)
Unmasked Crossings and The Midwest, by Lynne Proctor
Sancken (donated by Lynne Proctor Sancken)
The Art of Pausing and Atchison Blue: a Search for Silence,
a Spirited Home, and a Living Faith, by Judith Valente
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Black women lead regional retreat
for national crowd
‘Black Mennonite Women Rock’
is theme of Central District
Conference event
Oct 13, 2014 by Ruth Lapp Guengerich, Mennonite
Women USA
Reprinted from mennoworld.org with the author’s
permission
CASSOPOLIS, Mich. — Cyneatha Millsaps, pastor at
Community Mennonite Church, Markham, Ill., has
been around the Mennonite blocks of community
life. She persists in participating in Mennonite life,
though it sometimes is not sensitive to differences,
especially racial and ethnic issues.
Millsaps kept her experiences in mind when she
had the opportunity to organize the annual
women’s retreat of Mennonite Church USA’s Central District Conference at Camp Friedenswald
Sept. 12-14.
She said women of color often don’t attend the retreats because they are held at a camp.
“Women of color do not like to camp,” she said.
“They believe camp life is different from what it
really is. We need to get them to the camp so they
see what life really is like.”
So when the retreat planning rotation fell upon
the Chicago Mennonite churches in the conference
this year, she knew it would take excellent programming to bring women of color.
“If we get them there, they will have a great time,”
she said. “But we need to get them to the camp, so
they see how much fun it is.”

With worship planners and leaders focused on
sharing from their perspectives as black women,
Millsaps successfully attracted more women of all
colors to the event than in many years previous.
About one-third of the more than 150 registrants
were women of color.
Black Girls Rock
Inspired by a show on Black Entertainment Network titled Black Girls Rock, whose message is empowering young black women, Millsaps coined the
phrase “Black Mennonite Women Rock.” It became
the theme for the retreat.
The challenge was to plan a weekend that would
speak to women of color but also make white
women feel welcome and involved.
The theme caught the attention of many AfricanAmerican women from the East Coast to Illinois.
It also drew the writers’ team of three white
women for the MennoMedia Shine curriculum,
who felt it was essential to attend. They wanted to
learn the stories, experiences and needs of Mennonite women of color firsthand so that the Christian education materials they write speak to children of all races and ethnicities.
Rose Stutzman, managing editor of the Shine curriculum, said, “We knew intellectually about the
needs of women of color, but this weekend allowed the stories to wash over us.”
Keynote speaker Hyacinth Stevens, a Mennonite
pastor in Bronx, N.Y., and African American Mennonite Association representative to the Mennonite Women USA board, preached messages of chal-
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lenge and hope, using Genesis 16 and 21 and
Psalm 139.
Stevens preached about the dilemma of Hagar and
Sara, who were more intimate than owner and
slave, yet when the boundaries were crossed the
intimacy turned into mistrust and jealousy.
Attendees were challenged to recognize that they
are all grafted together, cannot be separated and
need to overcome discomfort with differences,
celebrating their need for each other.
Women fellowshiped with pontoon boat and
wagon rides, walks in the fen and lots of good
food. Camp Friedenswald traditions of 7 a.m.
“polar bear” swims lured only a few determined
women.
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Crystal Y. Sellers, assistant professor of music at
Bluffton (Ohio) University, led music; Sarah
Thompson, executive director of Christian Peacemaker Teams, led worship; and Regina Shands
Stoltzfus, assistant professor of peace, justice and
conflict studies at Goshen (Ind.) College and Nekeisha Alexis-Baker, writer and theologian, spoke.
A communion service, led by Addie Banks, pastor
at King of Glory Tabernacle in the Bronx and
mother of speaker Hyacinth Stevens, brought
women together around tables to share in the
symbols of Christ’s body and blood.

Women dance during Central District Conference’s Black Mennonite Women Rock retreat at Camp Friedenswald Sept. 12-14. More than 150 women attended. — Camp Friedenswald
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Two pictures from fall workday.

Perry Biddle showing how
squirrels get the lead out.

Sam Cox demonstrating fishingnet casting technique.

The Vine is the newsletter of First Mennonite Church of Champaign-Urbana and provides a space for congregational participants
to share their personal perspectives with the community of faith.

